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Yamato Indigo Dye 
Wholesale price per pack

10g: $10 / 30g: $19 / 50g: $26.50


Included: 

Yamato Indigo Dye

Instruction


Yamato Indigo is a Japanese natural-blend indigo powder dye. Easy to 
use, Yamato Indigo only needs water; no heating or fermentation is 
necessary. It dyes natural materials, such as cotton, linen, silk, leather, 
wood, and washi paper, into a vibrant, beautiful “Japan Blue.” 


Yamato Indigo comes in the form of a powder consisting of extracts from 
indigo plants, synthetic indigo, alkaline agent, and reducing agent. 
(*Please note this is not 100% natural indigo dye.) By mixing it with water, 
it instantly becomes ready to dip and use as a dye.


This indigo dye is the best choice for absolute beginners, workshop 
teachers, and professional dyers. It is also a great gift for craft lovers. 




Yamato Indigo Shibori Kit 
Wholesale price: $27.50 per kit


Included: 

10g of Yamato Indigo Dye

2 x white cotton bandana

2 x white tenugui, Japanese tea towel or multi-purpose cloth 
Shibori Tools 
Pair of rubber gloves 
60ml of 30% pure vinegar  
Instruction sheet 


This kit includes all you need to enjoy shibori (tie-dye) and indigo dye at 
home. 10g of Yamato Indigo Dye will make a small vat, 2 to 3 liter, easy to 
handle at home. Use wood sticks and rubber bands to apply shibori 
patterns on whites, and dip them into the indigo! Great for beginners and 
a perfect gift for craft lovers. 

Packaged in traditional “komebukuro” (rice bag)



Yamato Indigo Fabric Paint Kit 
Wholesale price: $18 per kit


Included: 

10g of Yamato Indigo Dye
100ml of Yamato Indigo Paint Binder
100ml of 30% Vinegar 
A pair of latex gloves 
Instruction Sheet 

Packaged in traditional “komebukuro” (rice bag)


Each kit contains Yamato Indigo Dye and Binder so you can make 
genuine indigo paint for fabric in just minutes. It's quick and easy. Mix the 
powder dye with the binder, pick up a paint brush and go: express your 
creativity on fabric. No heating or steaming is necessary. Make your 
original bandanas, totes, T-shirts, customized denim pants and canvas 
shoes. 



Yamato Indigo Leather Dye Kit 
Wholesale price: $57.50 per kit


Included: 

10g of Yamato Indigo Dye

1 x Natural leather wallet + rivets

1 x Natural leather tray + rivets 

4 x Natural leather coasters

2 x Key Chain

30% Vinegar 

Natural Leather Oil 

A pair of latex gloves 

Instruction Sheet 


Packaged in a recycled paper box made in Japan.


This is a unique kit for creating indigo dye leather items. The kit includes 
leather cuts for a wallet, tray, a set of coasters. Dye them or paint them 
with Yamato Indigo, and assemble with rivets. No sewing necessary. 
Easy steps are perfect for craft beginners. A great gift as is or for making 
special indigo pieces for your friends and loved ones. 



Yamato Indigo Tripe Dip Ramie Scarf 
Wholesale price: $78.00, MSRP $195


High quality ramie scarf made in Japan and hand-dyed in Yamato Indigo 
in NYC. Each scarf is garment-dyed in mid to dark blue tone with the 
traditional shibori (tie-dye) technique called “murakumo” (scattered cloud 
in the sky). The technique creates unique patterns on each scarf.

 
100% Ramie, Hand-wash




Yamato Indigo Yakusugi Wood Beads Bracelet 
Wholesale price: $60.00, MSRP $120


Unisex bracelet made of thousands-year-old cedar beads, hand-dyed in Yamato Indigo.  
"Yakusugi" is a sacred cedar found only on Yakushima Island in Japan. The Island is famous for having 
their own ecosystem which allows the cedar trees to grow to be two thousand years old. The trees are 
considered sacred and cutting them down is prohibited.
The beads are made of naturally died Yakusugi Cedar and hand-dyed in Yamato Indigo. 
The red silk cords are called “Kumihimo,” and are braided in Kyoto, Japan. 
Each bead has a unique indigo hue and the color fades beautifully over time. The tips of the Kumihimo 
cords will untangle and become soft fringes. 
One size, unisex.
Each bead is 10mm in diameter. Bracelet size is adjustable approximately between 4.5 - 9 cm (1 3/4 - 3 
1/2 inches) in inner diameter. 
Comes in a box.



HOW TO ORDR & OUR POLICY


Minimum Order:  
$300 for Indigo Dye & Kits 
2 piece each for scarves and bracelets 

Order closes at March 1. 

Indigo dye kits, bracelet delivery: Late March - early April 

Scarves delivery: Late May - early June 


Please place your order by email to st@curiouscorners.com and include your shipping address. Credit card 
information is required at the time of your order. It will be charged before the delivery. 


Wholesale prices do not include shipping fees from NYC.  


We ship with USPS Priority or UPS, depending on the volume of your order. 


We do not accept returns or exchanges. 


For all questions, please contact: Sayaka Toyama (st@curiouscorners.com)
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